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BiPolar Ionization

Bi-Polar Ionization-BPI The Science

MEACO Health Safety Plan -MHSP
Smart Gatherings©

Eagle X Pro Bipolar Ionization is a unique and patented 
technology, specifically developed to improved to the air 
quality, indoors.

Eagle X Pro Bipolar Ionization technology was tested in labs 
across the globe and was found effective in neu-tralizing a 
variety of viruses, bacteria, fungus, and mold spores.*

Eagle X Pro Bipolar Ionization is a unique and patented 
technology, specifically developed to improve and the air 
quality, indoors.

99.998% Effective in 
Neutralizing SARS-COV-2 
The Solution for Indoor Air

Why Is Our Technology Better?

Product Approval

Eagle X Pro Bipolar Ionization Technology was tested in labs 
across the globe and was found effective in neutralizing a 
variety of viruses, bacteria, fungus, and mold spores.*

Effective in neutralizing SARS-COV-2 (COVID-19) (Virus)*
Effective in neutralizing Influenza (H1N1 & H5N1) (Virus)*
Effective in neutralizing Escherichia Coli (Bacteria)*
Effective in neutralizing MRSA (Bacteria)*         

Eagle X Pro Bipolar              
Ionization Technology 
uses a discharge system       
to generate oxygen       
molecules 02+ and 02-

Proven to be effective in neutralizing pathogens
10 billion to 1 trillion ions per second
Non-detectable levels of ozone
Easy to install  
24/7 Self-Cleaning Units
Increases VAC efficiency by up to 30%
Density Matters
Eagle X Pro Bipolar Ionization Technology creates the largest amount of 
positive and negative ions compared to competitors

These molecules have           
high chemical activity
and when reacting with
water molecule, H20
in the air, H2O2, is formed.

Eagle X Pro Bipolar lonization Technology has undergone many rigorous laboratory tests and
has been approved by the most stringent regulatory bodies in the US, Israel and Europe.      

 In a lab setting* Sterionizer inside - manufactured by Filt-Air LTD* 

Hydrogen Peroxide,
H2O2, together with     
water molecules
cluster around harmful 
pathogens.

A chemical reaction
occurs, and oxidants
break down the protein
structure of pathogens,
rendering them harmless.
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